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Abstract

Background: Crowdsourcing is the practice of obtaining services from a large group of people, typically an
online community. Validated methods of evaluating surgical video are time-intensive, expensive, and involve
participation of multiple expert surgeons. We sought to obtain valid performance scores of urologic trainees and
faculty on a dry-laboratory robotic surgery task module by using crowdsourcing through a web-based grading
tool called Crowd Sourced Assessment of Technical Skill (CSATS).
Methods: IRB approval was granted to test the technical skills grading accuracy of Amazon.com Mechanical
Turk� crowd-workers compared to three expert faculty surgeon graders. The two groups assessed dry-laboratory
robotic surgical suturing performances of three urology residents (PGY-2, -4, -5) and two faculty using three
performance domains from the validated Global Evaluative Assessment of Robotic Skills assessment tool.
Results: After an average of 2 hours 50 minutes, each of the five videos received 50 crowd-worker assessments.
The inter-rater reliability (IRR) between the surgeons and crowd was 0.91 using Cronbach’s alpha statistic
(confidence intervals = 0.20–0.92), indicating an agreement level between the two groups of ‘‘excellent.’’ The
crowds were able to discriminate the surgical level, and both the crowds and the expert faculty surgeon graders
scored one senior trainee’s performance above a faculty’s performance.
Conclusion: Surgery-naive crowd-workers can rapidly assess varying levels of surgical skill accurately relative
to a panel of faculty raters. The crowds provided rapid feedback and were inexpensive. CSATS may be a
valuable adjunct to surgical simulation training as requirements for more granular and iterative performance
tracking of trainees become mandated and commonplace.

Introduction

As we enter a healthcare environment that is
striving for quality improvement and shifting toward

performance-based reimbursement, it is imperative that a
feasible method of objective quantification of surgical skills
be developed. In a recent report from Birkmeyer et al., the
technical skill of practicing bariatric surgeons as assessed by
blinded surgeon peers predicted patient outcomes. This was
the first empiric evidence to demonstrate that video assess-
ment of a surgeon’s performance in their general practices
correlated with postoperative complications, death, operative
times, and readmission rates.1 When looking at the role of

surgical trainees in surgical malpractice claims data, Rogers
et al. showed that errors in manual technique were present in
56% of cases.2 In addition, surgical trainees contributed to
errors in 46% of all cases and in 53% of those cases, a trainee
was considered most responsible for the error.2 Given such
evidence suggesting that there is much room for improve-
ment regarding surgical error, efforts have been made to
adopt tools that objectively quantify surgical performance
using global surgical performance-rating scales, like the
Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills
(OSATS) tool and its derivatives like the Global Evaluative
Assessment of Robotic Skills (GEARS) or Global Operative
Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills (GOALS) tools.3,4 While
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these methods are validated and considered the gold standard
for evaluating surgical technical skill, they are infrequently
used due to time-intensiveness, cost-inefficiency, and lack of
standard practices. Subsequently, assessment of surgical
trainees relies heavily on direct supervision and feedback
given by preceptors, which may be subjective, unreliable, and
inefficient.5,6 A cheaper, faster, and less biased means of
assessing technical skill is needed.

Crowdsourcing is a means of accomplishing tasks through
the work of decentralized independent groups of people who
are generally nonexperts in terms of the specific task.7

Crowdsourcing has been used in a variety of ways to help
solve different problems, from helping blind mobile phone
users navigate their surroundings8 to discovering complex
protein folding structures.9 In Chen et al., surgery-naive
crowd-workers accurately assessed the technical skill of a
single surgeon on a dry-laboratory robotic suturing task
equivalent to assessments provided by a panel of experienced
faculty surgeons.10 The study was limited in that only one
performance was assessed, thereby preventing any conclu-
sions regarding variance in terms of surgical training level.
We hypothesize that crowdsourcing can be used to obtain
valid performance grading of urologic trainees of different
levels and faculty on basic robotic skills tasks. Furthermore,
we hypothesize that such assessments can be performed in a
near-immediate time frame, thus elevating the value of the
performance scoring feedback.

Materials and Methods

Evaluation of five unique performances

After the Institutional Review Board approval, two subject
pools of video reviewer groups were recruited for this study:
Amazon.com Mechanical Turk� (Amazon.com, Seattle,
WA) users and expert faculty surgeon graders, whose ex-
pertise and practice involve robotic surgery. Recruitment
emails to the surgeons were sent and announcements were
posted to the Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing platform.
Two hundred fifty subjects were recruited through the
Amazon.com Mechanical Turk platform and served as our
crowd-workers. (Fig. 1). To qualify for the study, the crowd-
workers had to have completed 100 or more Human In-
telligence Tasks (HITs), the task unit used by Mechanical

Turk, and must have had a greater than 95% approval rating
as qualified by the Amazon.com site, described in Chen
et al.10 These workers were identified only by a unique
anonymous user identification code provided by Amazon
.com and no other information was known about them
(gender, age, sex, ethnicity, etc). Each Mechanical Turk
subject was compensated 0.50 USD for participating. The
expert faculty surgeon grader group consisted of three
experienced robotic surgeons, who have all practiced as
attending surgeons for a minimum of 3 years with pre-
dominantly minimally invasive surgery practices and fa-
miliar with evaluating surgical performances by video
analysis. (Fig. 1) The expert faculty surgeon graders did not
receive monetary compensation. All graders were required
to be older than 18 years of age.

A surgical skill assessment survey was developed and
hosted online on a secure server. The survey consisted of two
main parts. First, the subjects were given a qualification
question in which they were shown two videos of a pair of
surgeons performing a Robotic Fundamentals of Laparo-
scopic Surgery (RFLS) block transfer task displayed side-by-
side. (Fig. 2). The surgeon in the left video performed the task
with a high level of skill, while the surgeon in the right video
performed the task with an intermediate level of skill. The
skill level was based on published benchmark metrics for this
particular task.11,12 The crowd-workers were asked to select
the performance that they thought showed the higher level of
skill. Crowd-workers who failed to pick the correct video
were excluded from the analysis, but were still remunerated.
The expert faculty surgeon graders did not participate in this
qualifying question. The survey also contained an attention
question to ensure that the assessor was actively paying at-
tention. Assessors who incorrectly answered the attention
question were also excluded from the analysis.

For the second step of the survey, five videos were re-
corded of three urology residents (PGY-2, -4, -5) and two
urology faculty performing a robotic FLS intracorporeal su-
turing module as part of a standard residency training session.
(Fig. 3) The length of each video was 5’00,’’ 2’05,’’ 3’06,’’
1’33,’’ and 1’00,’’ respectively. (Table 1) These videos were
deidentified and uploaded to the online survey, which in-
corporated three domains from the GEARS validated robotic
surgery rating tool13 (Fig. 4). Both crowd-workers and expert
faculty surgeon graders were blinded toward the identity and
experience level of the surgeon in each video performance.
Fifty unique Mechanical Turk crowd-workers and three ex-
pert faculty surgeons graded each video based on the three
technical skills domains (Table 1). Based on our experience
in analyzing the response performance of crowds in com-
parison to expert reviews, we have determined that 30–50
valid crowd responses are sufficient to achieve satisfactory
agreement. An internal analysis of the data collected in a
previous study by our team (Chen et al. 2014) simulated the
effect of smaller crowd sizes and found that this number of
crowd responses generated a crowd score that fell within the
agreement criteria used a majority of the time.10 Since then,
this number of crowd responses has been used as we have
observed that it balances the cost of performing the crowd
assessment with the composite agreement between the crowd
and the experts. In addition, crowd-workers were able to
assess as many videos as available to them. That is, a single
crowd-worker may have been able to assess up to all five of

FIG. 1. Flowchart of how Amazon Turk users were dis-
tributed across the five videos.
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the videos or as few as one video depending on the number of
remaining HITs available.

Videos were presented to each expert faculty surgeon
grader in identical sequence; crowd-worker videos were not
shown in a consistent sequence nor was a single crowd-
worker guaranteed a chance to review all videos. Composite
performance scores were tallied by summing the Likert rat-
ings across the three domains with a scale of 3–15. The mean
of the crowd-workers’ composite scores was compared to
that of the expert faculty surgeons’ and assessed for corre-
lation using Cronbach’s alpha statistic to assess the degree of
concordance. Following common practice, levels above 0.9
were adopted to indicate ‘‘excellent agreement,’’ down to 0.7
to indicate ‘‘good agreement,’’ and levels below 0.5 to in-
dicate ‘‘poor unacceptable’’ levels of agreement.14

Cold vs warm performance evaluation

In addition to the above study in which crowd-workers and
surgeons evaluated performances representing varying levels
of training and skill, an adjunct study was performed in which
the crowd evaluated a single urology resident performing an
intracorporeal robotic suturing task without any warm-up and
then after 10 minutes of practice with faculty-guided feed-
back. Performances were captured through video streamed
from the robotic console. For the first performance, the res-

ident completed the task cold (i.e., without any warm-up or
instruction) and the deidentified video was posted to the
Mechanical Turk site with the GEARS grading tool and
discrimination questions. Immediately after 10 minutes of
guided instruction, a criterion robotic suturing task was per-
formed again, captured on video (warm), and posted to the
Mechanical Turk site, as described above.

A total of ninety Mechanical Turk crowd-workers were
recruited to evaluate the two resident videos and a third video
of a faculty surgeon performing the same task. The faculty
performance served as a calibration of the crowds to ensure
that the crowds could discriminate higher levels of perfor-
mance. Each of the three videos was evaluated by 30 crowd-
workers and the same screening criterion was used as above.

Results

Evaluation of five unique performances

After eliminating crowd-workers who were excluded
based on our screening criteria, we were left with grades from
206 Mechanical Turk crowd-workers (Fig. 1). We found that
only 30 of the 206 responses were from crowd-workers who
evaluated more than one video. In addition, only one crowd-
worker evaluated all five videos. It took an average of 2 hours
50 minutes for each video to receive 50 crowd-worker scores.
In comparison, it took the three expert faculty surgeon
graders 26 hours to return their grades for the videos. The
composite scores and frequency of scores given to each
performance by both the crowd-workers and expert surgeon
graders are shown in Table 1. The crowds rated the perfor-
mances in the same order of skill level as the faculty. The
crowds and faculty both graded the PGY-2 performance
lowest, with mean composite scores of 8.27 and 7.00, re-
spectively. Attending #2 scored highest by both crowds and
faculty with a mean score of 13.0 from the crowd and 14.7 by
the faculty on a scale up to 15. Interestingly, one senior
trainee’s performance (PGY-4) was rated higher than one of
the attending surgeon’s performance (attending #1) by both
grading groups. Inter-rater reliability (IRR) between the
surgeons and crowd was 0.91 using Cronbach’s alpha sta-
tistic, which indicates an agreement level between the two
groups as excellent. The linear relationship between the
surgeon grades and crowd grades is shown in Figure 5.

Cold vs warm performance evaluation

After exclusion of subjects who failed to pass our screening
criteria, we were left with grades from 65 Mechanical Turk

FIG. 3. Screenshot of criterion video: intracorporeal
robotic suturing video graded by subjects in this study.

FIG. 2. Screenshot of
RFLS block transfer task
side-by-side video used to
screen subjects. Subjects who
could not correctly identify
the best performance were
screened out.
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crowd-workers. Both videos received 30 crowd-worker
grades each in 1 hour and 6 minutes. The mean composite
score for the cold performance was 8.41 (95% confidence
intervals [CI]: 7.33, 9.49) and the mean score for the warm
performance was 9.61 (95% CI: 8.56, 10.86) demonstrating
14% improvement in performance (Table 2). A box plot of the
estimated distribution of scores of the cold and warm per-
formances is shown as well as the estimated distribution of
scores from an expert faculty member performance for com-
parison (Fig. 6).

Discussion

Despite being the current gold standard for objective as-
sessment of technical skill, global rating scales, such as
OSATS and the numerous derivative tools it implies, like
GEARS, remain underutilized in academic training centers.
One major limitation of OSATS is that many feel that the
method is not objective.15 OSATS assessments are often
performed in person by a small panel or an individual and
unless videos are obtained, it is difficult or impossible to blind

assessors to the identity of the subject performing the task.
Even if blinded videos are used, raters tend to be from the
same training programs as their learners, which inherently
carry subjective biases. Efforts taken to blind OSATS eval-
uators to the performer often result in more inefficiency and
require that faculty allocate additional time from their prac-
tices to review these videos. The anonymity of Crowd
Sourced Assessment of Technical Skill (CSATS) makes this
a unique alternative. In addition, using crowdsourcing en-
ables to scale both large numbers of videos and large pools of
reviewers to increase statistical power and IRR.

CSATS may be of value as an adjunct or screening tool
used to identify trainees who could benefit from targeted
faculty-guided instruction. Furthermore, as surgical training
programs attempt to utilize proficiency-based benchmarking
for advancement, more objective performance data will need
to be analyzed. Standard training methods such as high-
impact one-on-one instruction are invaluable and cannot be
replaced,16 however, methods to triage skill deficits rapidly
may enable more efficient use of simulation education and
curriculum design.

Table 1. Summary of Grades Assigned to Each of the Five Video Performances

(PGY-2, -4, -5, Attending 1, Attending 2)

Score given Performance by training level

Training level (video length) PGY-2 (5’00’’) PGY-4 (2’05’’) PGY-5 (3’06’’) Attending 1 (1’33’’) Attending 2 (1’00’’)

Mechanical Turk� subjects
Initial N 50 50 50 50 50
Qualified N 44 34 42 43 43
CSATS

Mean (SD) 8.27 (2.31) 11.32 (2.31) 9.93 (2.48) 10.02 (2.48) 12.97 (1.91)
95% CI 7.54, 8.91 10.55, 12.10 9.18, 10.68 9.28, 10.77 12.41, 13.55

Faculty surgeon graders
Initial N 3 3 3 3 3

Qualified N 3 3 3 3 3
CSATS

Mean (SD) 7.00 (1.00) 11.00 (1.73) 8.33 (2.08) 10.33 (2.52) 14.67 (0.58)
95% CI 5.87, 8.13 9.04, 12.96 5.98, 10.69 7.49, 13.18 14.01,15.00

CI = confidence intervals; SD = standard deviation.

FIG. 4. Objective structured assessment tool; Global Evaluative Assessment of Robotic Skills (GEARS) (adapted from
Goh et al.13).
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In a previous study, Chen et al. showed that crowds can
provide equivalent grading of suturing performances in a dry-
laboratory setting; however, this study was limited in that
only one video was evaluated. In this study, we showed that
crowds could discriminate between varying levels of surgical
skill—as effectively as expert faculty surgeon graders—in
the five performance videos and with the expected ranking in
the cold, warm, and expert case. In the case of the five per-
formance videos, grades were obtained in less than 3 hours,
and in the case of the warm versus cold videos, grades were
obtained in about 1 hour. Feedback in training is effective if it
is near real time,17 yet many simulation training curricula call
for independent practice of trainees in unsupervised envi-
ronments due to limitations on faculty time. In this area,
CSATS could provide an intermediate form of near real-time
feedback that could be summarized for the performer and
presented to the educator to help tailor training.

A limitation of this study is that only dry-laboratory per-
formances were assessed. Real human surgery is far more
complex than simple dry-laboratory suturing procedures, and
it remains to be seen if crowd evaluators who have no
knowledge of relevant anatomy can accurately assess ani-

mate surgery. Another limitation of this study is that only
videos of robotic surgery were used; thus, it is difficult to
make conclusions with regard to how crowds would evaluate
performances across different surgical approaches (laparo-
scopic, open). Future studies aim to include videos across a
range of surgical approaches as well as include human sur-
gery. Methods to identify crowd-workers who demonstrate
more accurate scoring as related to expert assessors will aid in
reducing the volume of crowd-workers needed to perform the
tasks—honing the crowd. Additional validation is required
before CSATS is imbedded into training centers, yet forces in
healthcare are driving educators to develop novel training
methods to deal with the massive influx of objective surgical
skills data. Scaling these data evaluations will not be feasible
with the current state of faculty resources.

Conclusions

We demonstrate that CSATS is a rapid accurate method for
obtaining basic robotic dry-laboratory technical skills assess-
ments for trainees and faculty. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that untrained crowds could provide near-immediate global
performance feedback using validated surgical skills assess-
ment tools and identify improvement of skill over a short pe-
riod of time of training. Utilizing crowdsourcing as a means to
assess technical surgical skills provides an objective and effi-
cient way to evaluate surgical trainees. CSATS allows for
continuous iterative performance tracking with minimal re-
source utilization. Applications within surgical training pro-
grams need to be rigorously evaluated and ultimately linked to
tracking longitudinal improvement among the trainees.
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